Brown v Board of Education
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In the South during the 1950’s school, public transportation, bathrooms, beaches, hospitals, restaurants, and almost all public places were segregated by race. Blacks and Whites lived in separate and unequal worlds. Blacks were denied many basic rights like voting, an equal education, protection by the police and the law, and job opportunities. After World War II, many Black war veterans returned from successfully fighting against Nazi’s racism in Europe to fight against racism at home. In the late 50’s there was a growing Civil Rights Movement by Blacks and Whites to end segregation and gain equal rights for African Americans. The people in the Civil Rights Movement fought against racist laws in various ways including public protests, breaking the laws through civil disobedience, and legal challenges through the court system.
One of the largest and most important legal challenges which reached the Supreme Court was Brown v Board of Education. The case involved, a young girl named Linda Brown who lived in Topeka, Kansas. She had to walk through a dangerous railroad switchyard to get to the bus stop for the ride to their segregated all-black elementary school. There was a school closer to the Brown's house, but it was only for white students 
Linda Brown and her family believed that the segregated school system went against her Constitutional rights and the Fourteenth Amendment guaranteeing that people will be treated equally under the law.  The National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) helped the Browns take their case to the Supreme Court. Thurgood Marshall was the attorney who argued the case for the Browns and he would later become a Supreme Court justice. 
The Supreme Court had already made a decision about segregation in the 1896 case of Plessy v Ferguson that set a precedent. This case involved segregated train cars, and the Supreme Court’s decision was that segregation was constitutional as long as the train cars or other services were equal. They argued that separate does not necessarily mean unequal. The NAACP lawyers were hopeful that the Brown v Board of Education case would be different because they could prove that segregated schools were different then segregated train cars. These lawyers argued that even if the Black and White schools were equal, just the fact that the children were separated would be harmful to their education, proving that segregation in schools was unconstitutional.


	Give examples of how African Americans were treated unequally.




	In what ways did people fight against segregation?





	Why did Linda Brown have to travel so far to go to her school?





	What was the Supreme Court decision in Plessy v Ferguson?







Match the vocabulary word on the left with its correct definition on the right.  Then write a paragraph describing the court case, Brown v Board of Education, using the new vocabulary words. 


			

Inferior 					To separate different groups		

Civil Rights	To stop buying something as an act of protest

Prohibit					Of lower quality 

Facilities	A past court decision that is used to help the court make future decisions 

Segregate					To stop someone from doing something

Integrate	Rights of citizens 

Boycott	To break an unjust law/rule	

Civil Disobedience			To bring different races or groups together		
Precedent	Places that provide a service		

